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Abstract 
A concrete model of computation for a topological algebra is based on a representation of the 
algebra made from functions on the natural numbers. The functions computable in a concrete 
model are computable in the representation in the classical sense of the Chruch-Turing Thesis. 
Moreover, the functions turn out to be continuous in the topology of the algebra. In this paper 
we consider different concrete models for computing in topological algebras and prove their 
mutual equivalence in certain commonly occurring circumstances. For topological algebras, the 
concrete models we use are: effective representation by algebraic domains (Stoltenberg-Hansen 
and Tucker); effective representation by continuous domains (Edelat); effective representation 
by type two recursion on Baire space (Weihrauch). And for metric and normed algebras we 
use: effective metric spaces (Moschovakis) and computability structures (Pour-El and Richards). 
The result are evidence that computability theory for topological algebras is a stable theory 
independent of the specific models of computation, just as classical computability theory for 
discrete algebras is stable. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
There are a number of competing models for computation on topological algebras. 
Each model gives rise to a computability theory on specific algebras such as the topo- 
logical field of real numbers or a Banach space. The models can be classified into 
two kinds. Abstract models of computation whose algorithms are invariant under iso- 
morphisms and hence do not depend on specific representations of the algebra; and 
concrete models of computation whose algorithms are not invariant and do depend on 
a specific representation for the algebra. Under normal assumptions on data abstraction, 
abstract models define a subset of the functions that are computable in concrete models. 
Usually, concrete models of computation are based on representations of the algebra 
that are built from (or can be represented by) recursive functions on the natural num- 
bers. Therefore, the functions that are computable by concrete models are computable 
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in the classical sense of the Church-Turing Thesis. In practice, such computable func- 
tions are also continuous in the topology. However, given these various approaches to 
computability, the question arises: 
Is computability theory on topological algebras a stable theory, just as computabil- 
ity theory for algebra in the discrete case is stable? 
Not surprisingly, this problem for the continuous case is considerably more involved 
than the problem for the discrete case. 
In a concrete model of computation, a specific representation A4 of a space X is 
used to compute on X via algorithms on M. First, the set 
of computable elements of X is determined. An enumeration of the computable ele- 
ments is used in the definition of the effective functions on X. In general, given spaces 
X and Y with models of computation M and N, respectively, the algorithms on and 
between enumerations of the computable elements determine the set 
of effective functions between X and Y. 
In this paper we will be concerned with several classes of concrete models of com- 
putation for topological spaces: 
(i) algebraic domain representability (after Stoltenberg-Hansen and Tucker 
124,259 281); 
(ii) continuous domain representability (after Edalat [9, lo]); 
(iii) type two enumeration (TTE) (after Kreitz and Weihrauch [14] and Weihrauch 
[33]); and for metric and related normed algebras: 
(iv) recursive metric spaces (after Moschovakis [IS]); 
(v) axiomatic approach (after Pour-El and Richards [21,22]). 
Each class represents a family of general methods for developing specific concrete mod- 
els of computation for a class of topological spaces. Within each class both “good” and 
“bad” concrete computability models can be developed for a space, often with dramatic 
differences (e.g., in the case of the real numbers, the Cantor representation versus the 
decimal representation). This is a natural feature that the theory must accommodate - 
in Klaus Weihrauch’s phrase, “let the user decide!“. 
We will prove a sequence of theorems that show that, under natural assumptions, 
these methods are all equivalent. This provides strong evidence that the theory of 
concrete models of computability on topological algebras is stable. 
More specifically, the equivalence between models of computation takes the follow- 
ing form. First suppose that a space X is equipped with models of computation M and 
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N, respectively. Then M and N are efictively equivalent models if 
and the equality is algorithmically uniform in the enumerations of &J,, and &J. 
Next suppose that a space X is equipped with models of computation M and M’, 
and space Y is equipped with models of computation N and N’, respectively. Then 
the models (M,N) and (M’,N’) are effectively equivalent, if 
and the equality is algorithmically uniform in the enumerations of EflM.,,(X, Y) and 
EflM,,,,,(X, Y). We compare models of computation within the above five classes of 
methods and between the classes of methods. 
We must emphasise that we only consider concrete computations, that is, computa- 
tions on concrete approximations of elements in an algebra, rather than on the elements 
themselves, and computations which can be implemented on (say) a Turing machine. 
Thus, abstract models such as the programming language and machine models over 
arbitrary many sorted algebras are not treated in this paper; they have a stable theory 
which is being extended for topological algebras and compared with concrete models 
(see [29-31,7]). Let us note that some abstract models (e.g., of the kind popularised 
by Blum et al. [6]) are in error from the viewpoint of concrete computation. For 
example, for computation with the ordered field of real numbers [w they assume decid- 
ability of equality, which yields discontinuous computable functions. Hence the theory 
diverges from the situation in concrete computability and, in particular, in constructive 
and computable analysis. 
The main tool used in this paper is that of algebraic domain representability. The 
notion of effective domain representability for topological algebras was first made ex- 
plicit in Stoltenberg-Hansen and Tucker [24,25] where it was used to study the effective 
content of the completion of a computable local ring. It was further extended to ultra- 
metric spaces and locally compact regular spaces in [26-281 and to metric spaces in 
the thesis [3-51. 
However, it was clear from the beginning of the development of domain theory 
that domain theory is a theory of approximation and computation, and that com- 
putability implies continuity. This was exploited in [l l] where Ershov gave a do- 
main representation of the Kleene-Kreisel continuous functionals. An effective and 
adequate domain model of Martin-Liif partial type theory is given in [20] which has 
been extended in [32] to provide a domain representation of Martin-LSf total type 
theory (see also [2, 193). Also related to domain representability is [34] where embed- 
dings of metric spaces into complete partial orders equipped with weight and distance 
were considered. For an introduction to domain representability see [28] and Ch. 8 in 
v31. 
The work on domain representability referred to above use algebraic domains. 
Related work on domain representability using continuous (non-algebraic) domains 
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was initiated by Edalat and further developed by him and his group; see, for example, 
[9, 101. 
In Section 2 we summarise the basic definitions for algebraic and continuous domain 
representability, and we introduce several notions of effective domain representations. 
In particular, we introduce a notion of weakly efictive domain which for continuous 
domains has the semidecidability of the way below relation as a special case. 
In Section 3, we introduce new notions of effective reductions and equivalence be- 
tween effective domain representations. Using a weaker notion of effectivity for al- 
gebraic domains than those normally considered in the literature, we show that al- 
gebraic domain representations and continuous domain representations are effectively 
equivalent. 
In the remaining part of the paper we consider only algebraic domains. 
In Section 4 we consider the Baire domain B, consisting of finite sequences and the 
Baire space of functions N + FV. We show that a space and its continuous functions are 
representable by a separable domain if, and only if, it is representable by a Baire space 
domain such that the computable elements and the effective functions coincide. From 
this representation we prove the effective equivalence between domain representability 
and Weihrauch’s TTE. 
In Section 5 we look at the equivalence between notions of computability on effective 
metric spaces and domain representability; this is based mainly on the work of Blanck 
[4,51. 
In Section 6 we consider the axiomatic framework for Banach spaces of Pour-El and 
Richards [22] and prove the effective equivalence with domain representability under 
the assumption that there is an effective generating sequence for the Banach space. 
In Section 7 we provide some concluding remarks. 
2. Algebraic and continuous domain representability 
In this section we briefly recall some basic notions of domain theory and domain 
representability of topological algebras. Then we record several notions of effective 
domains. In particular, we introduce a notion of weakly efictive domain which for 
continuous domains has the semidecidability of the way below relation as a special 
case. 
2.1. Basic definitions 
For the basic theory of algebraic domains we refer to Stoltenberg-Hansen et al. [23] 
and for continuous domains to Abramsky and Jung [l]. 
Let D = (D; C, I) be a partial order with least element 1. A set A CD is said to be 
directed if A # 8 and for each x, y E A there is z E A such that x C z and y C z. D is 
a complete partial order or cpo if every directed set A CD has a supremum (denoted 
DA) in D. An element a in a cpo D is said to be compact if whenever a & u A, 
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where A is directed, then there is x E A such that a C x. The set of compact elements 
in a cpo D is denoted by D,. The cpo D is algebraic if for each x ED, the set 
approx(x) = {a E D,: a C x) 
is directed and x = u approx(x). Elements x and y are consistent in D, denoted x t y, 
if x and y have an upper bound in D. A cpo D is consistently complete if whenever 
x, y ED are consistent in D then the supremum x U y of x and y exists in D. A con- 
sistently complete algebraic cpo is sometimes called a Scott-Ershou domain. In this 
paper domain invariably means Scott-Ershov domain unless otherwise specified. 
A partial order P = (P; &, I) with least element I is a conditional upper semilattice 
with least element (abbreviated cusl) if whenever {a, 6) C P is consistent in P then 
a I._ b exists in P. The set of compact elements D, of a Scott-Ershov domain D is a 
cusl. 
Let P = (P; C, 1) be a partial order with least element 1. Then I C P is an ideal if 
I is directed and closed downwards, that is, if 
(i) iEI, 
(ii) if aE/ and bCa then bEI, and 
(iii) if a,bEZ then (3cEZ)(aCc&bCc). 
For a E P, the set [a] = {b E P: b & a} is an ideal, the principal ideal of a. The set p 
of all ideals of P, ordered by inclusion, is the ideal completion of P. 
It is well-known that the ideal completion I’ = (P; C, [I]) of P is an algebraic cpo 
and that every algebraic cpo is obtained this way. In case P is a cusl then p is 
consistently complete and hence a domain. 
The appropriate topology on a cpo D= (D; C, I), corresponding to the order 
theoretic notion of continuity, is the Scott topology: (I CD is open if (i) x E U& 
xcly+yeU, and (ii) ACD directed and UAEU+(~XEA)(XEU). For an alge- 
braic cpo (ii) can be replaced with (ii’) x E U + (3~ E approx(x))(a E U). Note that the 
sets B, = {z ED: a C z}, for a E D,, form a topological base for the Scott topology. It is 
easy to see that a function f : D + E between algebraic cpo’s is continuous if, and only 
if,f’is monotone and for each x ED and b E EC, b C f(x) + (3a E approx(x))(b & ,f(a)). 
We now turn to continuous domains. Let D = (D; C, I) be a cpo. We say that x is 
wajl below y in D, denoted x < y, if for all directed A CD, y C u A + (32 E A)(x Cz). 
Thus x E D is compact if, and only if, x is way below itself. A subset B of D is a basis 
for D if for each x E D, the set {a E B: a <x} is directed and x = u {a E B: Q <<x}. 
A cpo is continuous if it has a basis. We call these continuous domains. 
Consider a continuous domain D. Note that if x < y in D then x cl y. A critical 
property of the way below relation for D is that it is dense. In fact, it is strongly 
dense in the sense that if xi < y for i = 1,. . . , n, then there is z E D such that xi <z < y 
for each i. It is straight forward to see that << is strongly dense on any basis 
of D. 
An abstract base is a structure (B; <, I) where + is a transitive relation which is 
strongly dense and I is a distinguished element satisfying (Vx E B)(I 4x). The ideal 
completion of an abstract base ordered under inclusion is a continuous domain. 
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Every algebraic domain is a continuous domain. Therefore we define domain repre- 
sentability for the larger class of continuous domains. Recall that a function f :X --) Y 
between topological spaces is a quotient mupping if for each U C Y, U is open 
H f-‘[U] is open in X. In the case that f is a quotient then X/N and Im(f) are 
homeomorphic spaces, where x- ~@f(x) =f(y) and X/N is given the quotient 
topology. 
Definition 2.1. A topological space X is domain representable by a continuous domain 
D if there is a subspace Dx CD and a quotient surjection vx : DX -+X, where DX has 
the subspace topology inherited from the Scott topology on D. 
We say that (D,Dx, VX) is a domain representation of X. Let (D,Dx, VX) and 
(E, Ey, vy) be domain representations of X and Y, respectively. Then a continuous func- 
tion f :X + Y is domain representable if there is a continuous function as f-: D -+ E 
truckingj; i.e., f [Dx] & EY and for each x E Dx, f (vx(x)) = vycf(x)). For a thorough 
study of domain representability, see [4]. 
Let C be a finite signature for operations. A C-domain is a structure D = (D; C, 
I;al,..., ok) where (D; C, I) is a (continuous) domain and each Gi : D”l --) D is a con- 
tinuous operation where n; is the arity given by C. A topological C-algebra 
A=(A; CT~,. ..,Q) is domain representable if there is a C-domain D=(D; C,l; 
01,. . . , C$) such that D is a domain representation of A and each ai is represented 
by 5i. 
A standard way of obtaining a domain representation for a space X is to find a 
suitable set P of approximations for elements in X. Then P normally has a natural 
information ordering which is a preorder. Taking the ideal completion of P we obtain 
an algebraic domain D representing X. For the reals [w we can choose P to be the 
set of closed intervals with rational endpoints, together with [w, ordered by reverse 
inclusion. The set of representing elements DR consists of the converging ideals, i.e., 
the ideals I such that n/ is a singleton. 
2.2. Effective domuins 
The effectivity of a domain D is determined by the ability to compute on the concrete 
approximations in D, i.e. on the cusl D, of compact elements of an algebraic domain 
or on a basis B of a continuous domain. There are various degrees of computability on 
a cusl or a basis and these will have an effect on the effective notions of a represented 
space. Of course, it is desireable to have as strong a notion of effectivity as possible for 
a given space. We will first state two notions of effectivity for algebraic domains. Then 
we will introduce a weak notion of effectivity for continuous and algebraic domains. 
Recall that a structure A = (A; 01,. . . , uk; RI,. , R,) is computable with respect to a 
numbering M or a-computable if 2: w +A is a surjection such that for each i and j, 
there are recursive functions c?i and recursive relations kj such that 
(i) ~i(4nl),..., a(n,>>=ctai(nl,...,n,>, 
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(ii) R,(cc(nl ), . . ., a(n”)) HRj(nl,. . . ,n,), and 
(iii) the relation II 5 m H a(n) = cc(m) is recursive. 
We often write (A,a) to denote that A is computable w.r.t. a. We say that A is 
computable if (A,cr) is computable for some a. In case (i) and (ii) hold but not 
necessarily (iii) we say that a is an efSective numbering. 
In Sections 5 and 6 we will consider numberings CI : Cl, + A, where 0, C w need not 
be, and usually is not, r.e. 
Let (A, LX) and (B, p) be effectively numbered structures. A set S is cr-semidecidable 
(a-decidable) if tl -i(S) is r.e. (recursive), and similarly for relations on A. If S CA x B 
then we say that S is (a, @semidecidable ((a, /I)-decidable) in case 
{(C n): (a(m),B(n)) 6 s1 
is r.e. (recursive). Finally, a function f : A + B is (cr,/I)-computable if there is a re- 
cursive function g : o + co tracking f, i.e., f cL = pg. 
Definition 2.2. Let D = (D; C, I) be a domain. 
(i) D is an eflective domain if the cusl D, = (DC; 5, T, U) is a computable structure. 
(ii) D is a semiefictive domain if C: is decidable and U is partial computable on D,. 
When we want to make the numbering c1 explicit we write (D, a). 
Now we shall define a general weak notion of effectivity for continuous and hence 
algebraic domains which have the notions above as special cases. The motivation stems 
from the desire to give an effective domain representation of an arbitrary recursive 
metric space (X,d); see Section 5. 
The method is to define an admissible relation 4 on a basis B and require + to be 
semidecidable. 
Definition 2.3. Let D = (D; 5, I) be a continuous domain with a basis B. Then a 
binary relation + on B is admissible if for all a, 6, c, d E B, 
(i) a + b + a << b, 
(ii) the set (~2 E B: a 4 b} is directed, 
(iii) aCb-xcCd=+a+d, and 
(iv) a+b+(FlcEB)(a+c+b). 
An example of an admissible relation is the way below relation <. If D is algebraic 
then 5 is admissible on D,. However, there are other admissible relations. A trivial 
admissible relation is defined by a + b ++ a = _L. 
Below we let D = (D; C, I) be a continuous domain with a basis B and we assume + 
is an admissible relation on B. 
Proposition 2.4. (B, <) is an abstract buse. 
Proof. The relation -C is transitive by (i) and (iii). Suppose M c B is finite and 
M + b E B. Then A4 C {d: d 4 b} which is directed by (ii) so there is c such that 
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M&c< 6. By density (iv) there is u such that A4 Lc+a4b and hence M+a <b 
by (iii). 0 
We extend the admissible relation 3 to B x D by a <x w (3b <x) (a + b). It is 
easy to see that the extended relation coincides with the original one on B. 
Proposition 2.5. The set {a •G B: a 4 x} is directed jbr each x E D. 
Proof. Suppose al, a2 -XX with bl, bz <x as witnesses. D is continuous and B is a 
basis so there is b E B such that 61, b2 C b <x. But then al,a2 + b and by (ii) there is 
aEB such that al,az[ra<b<x, i.e. al,a2Ca<x. 0 
Note that by density (iv) the set {a E B: a -: x} is actually directed under 4. 
We are now in a position to define our weak notion of effectivity. It will depend on 
a basis B for the domain D and on an admissible relation < on B. 
Definition 2.6. Let D be a continuous domain with a basis B and let 4 be an ad- 
missible relation on B. Then D is weakly (x, +)-efSectiue if c( : w --f B is a surjective 
function such that the relation R(m, n) H CC(~) < cc(n) is recursively enumerable. 
We say that we require + to be a-semidecidable. Now we can isolate the computable 
elements in D. They are those that are effectively obtained using <-approximations. 
Definition 2.7. Let D be a weakly (c(, +)-effective continuous domain. Then x E D is 
(a, +)-computable if the set {a: a 4 x} is E-semidecidable and x = u {a: a 3x). 
The set of (u., +)-computable elements in D is denoted by Dk. An index for x E DI, 
is an r.e. index for the set {H E w: x(n) 4x). 
We now turn to the notion of effective functions between weakly effective domains. 
First we need the following definition. 
Definition 2.8. Let D and E be continuous domains with admissible relations +D and 
+, respectively. Then j’ : D + E is (<D, -X&continuous if f is monotone and 
f(x) = y {b: @a -bX>(b +E .f(a>>> 
for each x E D. 
Note that it suffices to have the latter property hold for each element in the basis 
for D corresponding to <[I. 
Proposition 2.9. Each (iD, +&continuous jimction ,f’ : D + E is continuous. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that f(U A) C u S[A] f or each directed set ACD. Suppose 
b + f(a) where a -X u A. Then a < u A so there is x E A such that a [TX. But then 
b+,f(a)C:f(x) so bCf(x). 0 
Definition 2.10. Let D and E be weakly (CX, +D)-effective and weakly (j_I, +E)-effective 
continuous domains with corresponding bases Bo and BE. Then f : D + E is 
(x, +D, b, -+)-efSrctiue if 
(i) ,f’ is 0, +)-continuous, and 
(ii) b +~,f(a) is (a, P)-semidecidable on BD XBE. 
An index for an effective function f is an r.e. index for the (2, /?)-semidecidable 
relation b +Ef(a). 
We may now develop the theory of weakly effective domains in the usual way. Here 
we will not do that but only note the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.11. (i) Eflective functions take computable lements to computable l- 
ements unijh-mly. 
(ii) l@ective functions are uniformly closed under composition. 
Proof. We prove (i); (ii) is similar. So suppose f : D -+ E is effective and let x E Dk. 
Then f(x) = u {b: (3~ + x)(b 4 f(u))}. From this it is easily seen that 
b + .0x) @ (3~ +x)(b + f(a)) 
using the fact that + is a subrelation of <<. Thus {b: b 4 f(x)} is semidecidable 
uniformly in indices for x and f. q 
Let D = (D,Dx, V) be a (weakly) effective domain representation of a topological 
space X. Then D induces effectivity on X in a natural way. The computable lements 
of X induced by D is the set 
If E = (E, Ey, p) is a (weakly) effective domain representation of the space Y then the 
effective functions between X and Y induced by D and E are those which possess an 
effective representation from D to E, that is, 
‘?flD.E(X>Y)={f:X4Ylf P re resentable by effective ,f: D + E}. 
3. Effective equivalence of algebraic and continuous representations 
In this section we introduce effective equivalence between weakly effective domain 
representations and show that the induced computable elements and effective functions 
are invariant under effective equivalence. Then given a weakly effective continuous 
domain representation with respect to the way below relation < we construct an 
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equivalent weakly effective algebraic domain representation. A common notion of eff- 
ectivity for continuous domains in the literature is weak effectivity with respect to <. 
Definition 3.1. Let (D,Dx, p) and (E, E-x, v) be continuous domain representations of 
the space X. 
(a) (D,Dx,p) is reducible to (E,Ex,v), denoted (D,Dx,p) d (E,Ex,v), if there is a 
continuous function f : D + E such that 
(i) f IhI C &, and 
(ii) p(x) = r~f(x) for each x E Dx. 
(b) (D,Dx,p) is (weakly) effectively reducible to (E, Ex,v), denoted (D,Dx,p) d,, 
(E,Ex, v), if D and E are (weakly) effective and the reduction function f is 
(weakly) effective. 
We say that (D,Dx,p) and (E, Ex, v) are equivalent if (D, Dx,~) d (E, Ex, v) and 
(E, Ex, v) d (D, Dx, p), and they are (weakly) efSectively equivalent if (D, Dx, p) < ef 
(E,E,Y,v) and (E,Ex,v) 6,~ (D,Dx,P). 
Theorem 3.2. (i) Equivalent domain representations represent the same space and 
the same continuous functions. 
(ii) (Weakly) tIfSectively equivalent domain represent&ions represent the same com- 
putable elements and the same (weakly) eflective functions. 
Proof. (i) is trivial and (ii) follows from Proposition 2.11. c7 
Let D = (D; C, I) be a continuous domain with basis B and let E = ZdZ(B, g), the 
ideal completion of B under C. Then E is an algebraic domain whose compact elements 
are EC = {[a]: a E B}, where [a] is the principal ideal generated by a. Define e : D + E 
by e(x)={aEB:a<<x} and p:E + D by p(Z) = u. I. It is well-known that (e, p) is 
an embedding-projection pair from D to E and that p is a quotient mapping. It follows 
that if (D,Dx,p) is a continuous domain representation of X then (E, Ex, v) is an 
equivalent domain representation of X, where Ex = p-‘[Dx] and v : Ex +X is defined 
by v(x) = L&P(X). 
Now we assume that (D,Dx,p) is a weakly <-effective domain representation of X, 
so < is semidecidable on B. Define 4 on EC by [a] 3 [b] H a < b in D. It is straight 
forward to verify, recalling that the way below relation on EC coincides with the less 
or equal relation, that -C is a weakly effective admissible relation on EC. We show that 
e : D + E is (<, <)-effective and p : E --f D is (K, +)-effective. For a, b E B we have 
[b]+e(a) H bEe(a) e b<a 
so the relation [b] + e(u) is semidecidable. Furthermore, 
e(x)={bEB: b<<x} 
=(b:(3a~B)(a<<x&b<<a)}=U{[b]:(3a~B)(a<<x&([b])~e([a])), 
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that is, e is (<, <)-continuous. For each a, b E B, p([a]) = a so b < p([a]) ++ b < a 
which is a semidecidable relation. It is also clear that p is (4, <)-continuous. We have 
shown that (D,Dx, p) and (E, Ex, v) are effectively equivalent domain representations 
of/Y. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (D,Dx,p) be a weakly <-efictive continuous domain representa- 
tion of a space X. Then there is a canonically constructed weakly +-eflective alge- 
braic domain representation (E, Ex, v) of X which is weakly eflectively equivalent o 
(D,Dx, P). 
4. The Baire domain and TTE 
In this section we consider the connection between domain representability and 
Type two enumeration, or TTE, due to Kreitz and Weihrauch [14]. First we con- 
sider the Baire domain. It is a particular simple domain with the ordering of an w-tree. 
It is shown in Stoltenberg-Hansen et al. [23] that any ultrametric space has a domain 
representation by a subdomain of the Baire domain such that the space of maximal 
elements is homeomorphic to the represented space. Here we show that from any 
domain representation (D, Dx, ,u) there is a canonically constructed Baire domain rep- 
resentation (B, Bx, v) d (D,Dx,p). Furthermore, the reduction is effective if D is an 
effective domain. In that case we show that the computable elements induced by the 
two representations coincide. We also show that each domain representable function is 
representable by the corresponding Baire representation. These results imply an exact 
equivalence between TTE and domain representability. 
Some of the results in this section have been observed in various forms by 
K. Weihrauch and D. Normann. 
4.1. The Baire domain 
The Baire domain B consists of finite and infinite sequences of natural numbers or- 
dered by the subfunction relation. More precisely, to establish notation, let [F = N + N, 
the set of all functions from N to N and let SEQ be the set of all finite sequences of 
natural numbers. Then B = SEQ U F is the Baire domain where x 5 y @x is a subfnnc- 
tion of y. Note that B is a tree and that the compact elements B, = SEQ. The topology 
on 1F inherited from the Scott topology on IEI is the Baire space topology on iF. 
We consider a standard computable numbering p : o -+ SEQ making (B, p) into an 
effective domain. By standard we mean that from a p-index of an element w in SEQ 
we can compute lb(w), the length of w, and w(i) for each i < lb(w). Furthermore we 
require concatenation * to be p-computable. 
The following is the key lemma for our results. 
Lemma 4.1. Let D be a separable domain. Then there exists an open continuous 
surjection cp : 5 t D. 
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Proof. Let (ai) be an enumeration of D,. Define @ : SEQ + N by 
Q(w) = least 12 < I/z(w) [{a,(i): i<n} inconsistent]. 
Here the bounded least number operator has its usual interpretation. Thus {a,.(;): 
i < Q(w)} is consistent in D. Define cp : SEQ + D by 
q(w) = U {a,(j): i< Q(w)}. 
If w C v then Q(w) c G(v) and q(w) 5 C&V) and hence q extends to a continuous 
function cp : B + D. 
Let x E D and let f E IF enumerate approx(x), possibly with repetitions. Then 
cp(f)=U{cp((f(O),...,f(n - 1))): nfz N> 
= u {af(i): i E N} = u approx(x) =x. 
Thus cp restricted to [F, and hence cp, is surjective. 
To show that cp is open it suffices to show that cp(B,) =B,(,.) for the basic open sets 
thus determined by v E SEQ. For the nontrivial inclusion suppose q(v) 5 y. 
Let y E lF be such that q(g) = y and let 4 = v * g. Then (p(g) = q(y) = y and .Y E B,., 
i.e. y E cp(B,). 0 
As a corollary to the proof we have 
Corollary 4.2. (El, IF, (~1~) is an open domuin representation of the separable do- 
main D. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (D, r) be an eflective domuin and let p be a standurd numbering 
of SEQ. Then q : El + D is (y, a)-effective. Furthermore, Dk = q( Bk) = q( [Fk). 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4.1, we consider the enumeration (a;) of D, where 
a, = a(i). Then clearly cp : SEQ + D, is (p, u)-computable since the consistency relation 
and supremum operation on D, are computable, and hence cp is (p,cc)-effective. Then 
cp( Fk) C Dk by the effectivity of cp. For the converse inclusion let x E Dk. Then there 
is a recursive function f E [F enumerating approx(x). Thus cp( f) =x. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let (D, Dx, p) be u domain representation of X. Then there is u Buire 
representution (El, IEbx, v) d (D, Dx, ,u) qf’X such that IEIxC [F. Furthermore, if D is un 
effective domain then ([EB, [EBx, v) def (D,Dx,p) cmd xk,B =X~.D. 
Proof. Let cp : B + D be as in Lemma 4.1 and let lE!x = cp- ’ (Dx ) n [F. Define v : 
5~ +X by v(x) =&x). Then v is a quotient mapping since ,U and cp are quo- 
tients, and cp is the reduction mapping. In case D is effective then cp is effective by 
Proposition 4.3. 0 
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Note that for effective D the reduction function is obtained uniformly from the 
effective presentation of D. 
One consequence of the above theorem is that if a space has a domain representation 
by a separable domain then it has an effective domain representation. 
Now we consider the equivalence of representable functions. 
Lemma 4.5. Let D und E be sepurable domains and let cp : 5 + D and $ : B + E 
be the jimctions obtained from Lemma 4.1. Suppose f : D ---) E is continuous. Then 
there is a continuous jimction f: B + B such thut ,f(F) C F und for each x E F, 
$7(x) = f q(x), i.e. f is Baire representable. If (D, r) and (E,/J’) are eflective and 
f is (a,b)-eflective then f can be chosen to be effective, unijtirmly in f. 
Proof. We only consider the effective case. Let (ai) and (6,) be the effective enumer- 
ations of D, and EC obtained from 2 and fi giving rise to cp and $. For w E SEQ we 
write ati, for q(w). Recall that 40 and $ are computable functions from SEQ into D, and 
EC, respectively. Let f : D + E be (a,fi)-effective, i.e. the relation b C f (a) is (/3, a)- 
semidecidable on EC x D,. Let An. C” be a computable chain of finite approximations 
of C such that U, C” = C. Then define approximations to f by, for a g D,, 
f”(a) = u {b E E,: b C” f (a)}. 
It follows that f”(a) is computable in n and a. 
Define h : SEQ + EC by 
h(w) = u {f IA( v c w}. 
Clearly h(w) is defined, since if v C w then f ‘h(W)(aC) C f (a,) L f(a,,), and h is com- 
putable. Furthermore h is monotone. For if w r w’ and v&w then f IhCw)(a,.) 5 f 4”‘) 
(a,)c h(w’). Let h : SEQ + N be the computable function tracking h, i.e. i(w) is the 
computed index for h(w). 
Now we define f-: SEQ + SEQ by induction, 
,f(w * (i)) =f(w) * (i;(w * (i))). 
Then f- is monotone and computable and hence extends to a continuous and effective 
function f-: B + B. Furthermore, $f-(w) C f q(w) since h(w) C f (a,,), showing that 
4VcfW 
Let x E 1F and denote the nth approximation of x by w,,. Let h E EC be such that 
bg fq(x). Then bL,fm(a,,.,,) for some m>n. But .f(a,,.,,)rrh(w,,,)c~.f(~‘,~) so bc 
$,f(w,,, ). Thus $.f = .f cp on IF. 0 
We collect the main results of this section into the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Let (D, SI) and (E, b) be &ctive domains. Then there ure open repre- 
sentutions (IEI, F, cp) und (B, F, I/I) of D und E such thut 
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(i) Dk = C/I([Fk) Und Ek = $(F,), ~2nd 
(ii) a function f : D + E is continuous and (CC, /I)-effective if, and only if, there is an 
efSective and continuous f-: B + El representing f. 
Proof. It remains to prove that if f : D ---f E is represented by an effective f-: IE! + B 
then f is (CX, /?)-effective. This follows since for a E D, and b E EC, 
and the latter is semidecidable. To prove the equivalence let w be a witness for the 
right-hand side. Extend w to x E 1F such that cp(x) = a. Then b 5 @f(w) C $_f-(x) = 
f T(x) = f (a). For the converse suppose b C f(a). Let x E [F be such that q(x) = a, so 
Iclf(x) = f(a). But then there is a finite w’ Lx such that b 5 $f(w’) and there is finite 
w” C x such that a = q(w”). Then w = w’ L. w” is a witness for the right-hand side of 
the equivalence. 0 
4.2. Type two enumeration 
The theory of type two enumeration or TTE is developed in [ 141 and also described 
in the comprehensive [33]. The idea is to generalise the basic definition of numbering 
from computable algebra, as described in Section 2.2, to separable topological algebras. 
The code set is no longer the natural numbers; it is replaced by the Baire space 
[F = N + N, where 5 is given the Baire topology. Here are the precise definitions. 
Definition 4.7. Let X be a topological space. A surjective function 6x : A C [F +X is 
a Baire space representation or TTE-representation of X if 6~ is a quotient mapping. 
An element x E X is Sx-computable if there is a recursive function f E A such that 
&Y(f) =x. 
All spaces that are interesting from a computability point of view are likely to be 
TTE-representable: 
Theorem 4.8 (Kreitz and Weihrauch [14]). Euch separable To space has an open 
TTE-represen ta tion. 
Clearly, if 6~ :A 2 [F +X is a TTE-representation then (@A, 8,) is a domain repre- 
sentation inducing the same set of computable elements of X. Conversely, if (D, Dx, v) 
is an effective domain representation of X then (&A, 6~) from Theorem 4.4 is a do- 
main representation of X, leaving the computable elements invariant by Proposition 4.3. 
Thus 6~ is a TTE-representation of X. 
Theorem 4.9. Let X be a topological space. Then X has an effective domain rep- 
resentation if, and only ty, X bus u TTE-representation, such that the computable 
elements of X from the two representations coincide. 
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It is clear from the construction that the theorem is uniform. Thus from a do- 
main index of a computable element in X one can compute a Baire index, and 
vice versa. 
We now turn to computable functions between representable spaces. There is a well- 
established computability theory on [F inherited from the computable Kleene-Kreisel 
continuous functionals. Thus, a partial functional F : [F 4 IF is computable if F is the 
restriction of an effective function F : B + 5, i.e. F(f) is defined if F(f) E iF and then 
F(f) = Of). 
Definition 4.10. Let 6x:Ac[F+X and hy:BC[F + Y be TTE-representations of X 
and Y, respectively. Then a function f :X 4 Y is (13x, 8~ )-efictive if there is a 
partial recursive functional F on [F tracking f, i.e. A C dam(F) and for all g E A, 
&F(g) = f 6x(g). 
Again it is trivial that the (6x,&)-efSective functions coincide with the effective 
functions induced by the effective domains (&A, 6~) and (B, B, 6,). Now suppose 
(D,DX,p) and (E,Er,v) are effective domain representations of X and Y where (D,cc) 
and (E, /3) are effective domains. Let 6~ and & be the TTE-representations obtained 
from D and E as in Theorem 4.6. Then, by Theorem 4.6, f :X -+ Y is (6x, dr)-effective 
if, and only if, f is (cI,/))-effective. Furthermore the equivalence is uniform. 
Theorem 4.11. Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then X and Y have efictive 
domain representations if, and only if, X and Y have effective TTE-representations, 
such that the computable lements and the effective functions coincide. 
5. Metric spaces 
In this section we discuss certain notions of effective metric spaces and then construct 
effective domain representations for them. Most of the material here appears in the 
thesis [4]. 
5.1. EfSective metric spaces 
Some early analyses of the effective content of metric spaces are Lacombe [ 161 and 
Moschovakis [ 181. (There is also an important constructive analysis of metric spaces 
in Ceitin [8].) The early definitions of an effective metric space offer a rather weak 
form of computability. 
Definition 5.1. A metric space (X,d) is recursive in the sense of Moschovakis if 
(i) there is a surjective numbering ~1: 52, +X; 
(ii) d :X x X + I&, where [Wk is the set of recursive real numbers; and 
(iii) the distance function d is (cx,p)-computable, where p: Q, + [Wk is a standard 
numbering of the recursive real numbers. 
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This is a very general definition. Its weak point is that although distances between 
points must be computable reals, there need not exist an algorithm to enumerate the 
space, the equality relation between elements of the space need not be decidable, and 
calculations with distances are limited to those possible with the recursive reals. 
An alternate definition is possible that strengthens the computability of the space and 
which is more appropriate for examples. To formulate the definition recall the concept 
of a computable structure from Section 2.2, and consider the idea of replacing the 
recursive reals with a computable ordered field of real numbers. 
By an ordered field K we mean a field K = (K; f, .,O, 1; <). If K is a computable 
ordered field then its real closure is computable with a decidable ordering [ 171. Further- 
more, K is computably embedded into its real closure. If in addition K is archimedian 
then K is recursively embedded into the recursive reals with a standard numbering 
[ 151. Clearly, there is a computable embedding of the ordered field of rationals into K. 
Definition 5.2. A metric space (X,d) is computable if
(i) there is a computable numbering M : !& +X; 
(ii) d :X xX + K, for some computable archimedian ordered field K; 
(iii) the distance function d is (u, y)-computable, where y : Q;. + K is a computable 
numbering of K. 
Clearly, this definition is more restricted. The strong point about this definition is 
that the metric space is fully represented by computable sets and functions. These two 
definitions determine two general definitions of effective metric spaces. 
Definition 5.3. (a) A metric space (X,d) is tveakly efictiue if there exists a dense 
subspace A such that (A,d) is recursive in the sense of Moschovakis. 
(b) A metric space (X,d) is @zctive if there exists a dense subspace A such that 
(A, d) is computable. 
The existence of a recursive or computable dense subset A of X allows us to de- 
fine the computable lements of the metric space; these are the elements of X that can 
be approximated by computable Cauchy sequences of elements from A with computable 
modulus functions. The formal definitions are the same in both cases. To define the 
set & of computable elements of X we will embed the space X in the metric comple- 
tion A* of A. So we may assume that A CX CA*. In particular, from the numbering 
~1: Q, + A of the dense subset A we can construct a canonical numbering rK : Qah --j Ak 
of the set Ak of computable elements in the completion A*. Then we set Xk = X fl Ak, 
and give it the numbering c(, restricted to $‘(&). 
Example 5.4. The majority of examples of interest are effective metric spaces (rather 
than weakly effective metric spaces), including: (i) the Euclidean spaces R”; (ii) the 
space C[O, l] of continuous functions [0, l] 4 R’ with the sup norm; and (iii) the LJ’ 
spaces for rational p > 1. 
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Next we consider effective functions on metric spaces. In both forms of effective 
metric space, the functions that can be calculated algorithmically are those of the form 
which are computable on the computable elements & and Yk of the metric spaces X 
and Y. To handle the effectivity of functions, f :X 4 Y needs an anlaysis of contin- 
uous liftings of such functions. There is a natural approach to defining the effective- 
ness of a continuous function f :X + Y which generalises the “standard” definition of 
Grzegorczyk [ 12, 131 and Lacombe [ 161 of effective continuous functions on the real 
numbers in Computable Analysis. Later we will use the following strong version of 
GL-effectivity: 
Definition 5.5. A continuous function f :X + Y is GL-computable globally if 
(i) Sequential computability: For any computable sequence (x,) in X, (f(x,,)) is a 
computable sequence in Y. 
(ii) Global uniform continuity: There is a recursive modulus function m : N + N such 
that for any x, y E X, 
d(x, y) < 2-m(k) =+ 4f(xMY))<2-“. 
We note that the hypotheses in the definition imply that f is uniformly sequentially 
computable, i.e., there is a recursive function g : N + N such that for any index e of 
a computable sequence in X, g(e) is the index of a computable sequence in Y. 
There is an important weaker version of GL-effectivity that involves uniform conti- 
nuity with respect to a compact cover of the space. 
Suppose that X = UnEw X, is a union of increasing compact sets, i.e., each X,, is 
compact and if m en then X, CX,,, such that for all x EX, there is an n with x E X,‘, 
the interior of X,,. Then a continuous function f :X + Y is GL-eflkctive on the compact 
cover if it is sequentially computable and 
(iii) Uniform continuity: There is a recursive modulus function m : N2 --7‘ N such 
that for any n, and x, y E X,, 
A(x, y) < 2-m(n,k) * 4f(x),f(Yw-k. 
5.2. Eflective domain representations of metric spaces 
We now discuss effective domain representations of both kinds of effective metric 
spaces. In practice, the most useful is the stronger version. First we describe a standard 
method of creating a domain representation for metric spaces that can be made effective. 
Let (X,d) be a metric space with a dense subset A. A formal closed ball is a notation 
F,,,, where a E A and r E Q+, the set of non-negative rational numbers. The formal ball 
is a name or syntax for a closed ball and we may write it semantically by 
F,., = {x EX: d(a,x)br} 
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Two formal balls are consistent, 
&,r t 6,s if d(a,b)<r + s. 
We say that Fb,S is formally contained in F,,,, 
F,,r C Fb,s if d(a, b) + s d r, 
and Fb,S is formally contained in the interior of F,,,, 
F,,, 4 Fh,s if d(a, b) + s < r. 
Clearly, 4 is a subrelation of C. 
A set {F,,,,,,..., F,fl,,n} of formal balls is permissible if the balls are pairwise consis- 
tent and no ball is contained within another, i.e., for 1 ,< i <j < n, F,,,, 1‘ F4,‘, and it is 
not that case that F,,,, L F,,, or F,,,,, C F,,,, . We use the notation 0,~ for permissible 
sets. 
Let P be the set of all permissible sets of formal balls. We need to extend the 
relation 5 to permissible sets: 
We note that consistency is characterised by 
and we define the extended relation 3 by 
Given consistent permissible sets 0 and z, the supremum cr U 7 = g(o U 7) where g 
removes those formal balls in c u 7 properly contained in others. 
The structure P = (P; &, 1, U, 1) is a cusl. 
To make the representation we first take the ideal completion D = Idl(P) of the cusl 
P. Next we must choose which ideals in D we use to represent X. We define x to 
be approximated by ideal I if (‘da E Z)(VFO,, E a)(x E F,,,). An ideal I is converging 
if for any E > 0 there exists F,,, E I such that r <E. Every converging ideal I approx- 
imates exactly one element x in A*; we write I +x. Let DX = {I E D : I --+ x E X}. 
The function v : Dx +X defined by 
v(Z)=x * 1+x 
is a quotient mapping. In summary: 
Theorem 5.6. The structure P = (P; L, t, U, I) is a cusl. The metric space X is 
represented by the ideal completion domain D = Idl(P) of the cusl P, using the set 
Dx of converging ideals and the quotient function v: Dx +X. 
Consider the effectivity of the above domain representation in the two cases of 
effective metric spaces. First and foremost, in the case of an effective metric space X 
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with computable dense subset A, all the above relations are decidable under the natural 
coding of formal balls. It is decidable as to whether or not a set of formal balls is 
permissible. Using these ideas, it was proved in [3-51: 
Theorem 5.7. Let (X,d) be an efictive metric space. Then P = (P; 5, r ,U,_L) is 
a computable cusl and X is eflectively domain representable by (D,Dx,v) where 
D = Idl(P) is the ideal completion of P, Dx is the set of converging ideals, and v is the 
natural quotient mapping from Dx onto X given above. Furthermore, the computable 
elements Xk obtained from the metric coincides with the computable lements induced 
by D, i.e., Xk =Xk,b. 
Secondly, we turn to the case that (X,d) is weakly effective with recursive dense 
subset A. Consider the same notions of formal balls in this case. In the numbering of the 
formal balls, consistency and E are not effective; only the formal interior containment 
4 is semidecidable. Now 4 is admissible on P in the sense of Definition 2.3. Thus, 
D = Idl(P) is a weakly effective representation with respect to + of the weakly effective 
metric space (X,d). Also in this case it is straightforward to show that Xk =X~.D. 
Next we consider functions in the models. The basic equivalence between the metric 
space and domain representability approaches is the following: 
Theorem 5.8. Let X and Y be efl^ective metric spaces. Then there exists a semiejec- 
tive domain representation D of X consisting of permissible sets of formal balls such 
that together with a standard eflective formal ball domain representation E of Y, the 
fo&owing are equivalent for any function f :Xk + Yk : 
(i) the junction f :Xk -+ Yk is computable on the computable lements Xk and Yk of 
the metric spaces X and Y; and 
(ii) there is a continuous extension off to f :X + Y that is efSective with respect 
to the domain representations D and E of the metric spaces X and Y. 
This result is essentially Theorem 3.4.33 in [4] and uses a result of Berger [2]. The 
implication (i) implies (ii) has a form of Ceitin’s Theorem as a corollary. 
In the next section we will use this theorem: 
Theorem 5.9. Let X and Y be eflective metric spaces with standard effective formal 
ball domain representations D and E, respectively. If f :X + Y is sequentially com- 
putable and globally eflectively uniformly continuous, i.e., GL-computable globally, 
then f has an effective representation. 
Proof. From effective uniform continuity it is easy to define a computable monoton- 
ically decreasing function M : Q+ + Q+ U {co} such that M(r) -+ 0 as r + 0, and for 
all x, y E X 
dky)<r + d(f(x),f(y))<M(r). 
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Let P and Q be the permissible sets of formal balls for X and Y in the standard 
effective domain representations D and E. Define f : P + E by 
1 
{r E Q: Vfi., E rXX,r E 0) 
m= (w”(a), 6) + M(r) -11 if (VL E aOf <ml, 
i O.W. 
It is immediate from the definitions that I is an ideal and that f is monotone. 
We let f : D + E denote its unique continuous extension. 
Suppose I ED is a converging ideal. We show Z +x implies f(1) --f f(x). Let 
r~f(Z) and E>O. Then there is F,,,E~ such that M(r)<e and TE,~(F,_,.). 
Let t = min{s - d(f(a), h) - M(r): Fh,s E T} and let t’ be such that 0 <t’< t/2 and 
t’ cc. Then choose c from the computable dense subset for Y such that d(f(a), c) <t’. 
It is straightforward to show that 
Now M(r) + t’<2c and E is arbitrary so f(Z) is converging. Clearly, if I +x then 
f(0+“&). 
It remains to show that f is effective, i.e., that 
is semidecidable. For this it suffices to show that 
is (r,,&p)-computable, where x and p are the computable numberings of the dense 
subsets of X and Y, respectively, and p is the canonical numbering of the recursive 
reals [Wk. This follows from the assumptions on f and the fact that d : Xk x Yk + R k 
is (zk, /$, p)-computable. q 
The theorem and proof is also valid for weakly effective metric spaces with weakly 
effective domain representations. In this situation the representing function f is weakly 
effective. 
The converse of Theorem 5.9 is not true since global uniform continuity is a very 
strong condition. In the weaker and more common case of continous functions that are 
not globally uniformly continuous but effectively uniformly continuous with respect to 
a compact cover, an equivalence result is possible. 
Let X and Y be effective metric spaces. Suppose that X = UnEcu& is a union of 
increasing compact sets such that for all x E X, there is an II with x E Xno. Summarising 
Theorem 3.4.19 in [4] we have: Under natural algorithmic conditions on the X,,, for 
any function f: X + Y, the following are equivalent: 
(i) j”:X + Y is GL-effective on the compact cover; and 
(ii) f is effective on the standard domain representations D and E of metric spaces 
X and Y. 
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Now in defining computablilty on a space by means of a representation, the class of 
computable functions is determined by the choice of the representation. In Computable 
Analysis the classical structures of analysis have been well studied and the computable 
reals and the computable functions on the reals are well understood. The general result 
above yields the following: 
Theorem 5.10 (Stoltenberg-Hansen and Tucker [ZS]). Let R be ej,kztively represented 
by the standard formal ball domain representation R. The following are equivalent: 
(i) f:R-t53 is CL-$ t e ec ive on the compact cover ([-n,n]: n E N}; and 
(ii) f has an eflective representation on D. 
6. The Pour-El and Richards axiomatisation 
In this section we show that, under natural conditions, the axiomatisation in Pour-El 
and Richards [22] of computable Banach spaces is equivalent to the domain repre- 
sentability of Banach spaces. To be more precise, any computable Banach space in 
their sense endowed with an effective generating sequence has an effective domain 
representation such that the computable elements and the computable functions coin- 
cide. Conversely, any effective domain representation of a Banach space gives rise to 
a computability structure on the Banach space in their sense. 
6.1. The axioms 
For simplicity in the presentation we restrict ourselves to real Banach spaces. For 
ease of reading we recall briefly the Pour-El and Richards axioms. They axiomatise 
the computable sequences CX of a Banach space X, rather than computable elements 
in X; the latter are obtained from the computable constant sequences. 
Below we assume the basic theory of computable reals; see e.g. Part I of Pour-El 
and Richards [22] and, for an effective domain representation of [w, Stoltenberg-Hansen 
and Tucker [28]. We denote the set of computable sequences of computable reals 
by Crw- 
Definition 6.1. Let X be a real Banach space with norm I/ . 11 : X + R, and let CX C 
[N +X1. Then (X,Cx) is a computable real Banach space if the following holds. 
(i) If (x,), (yn) E CX and (~~k),(,!$~) E CR and d : N + N is a recursive function then 
the sequence (sn) E Cx where 
sn = c %kXk + bnkyk. 
k=O 
(ii) If (x,k) E Cx and limk+oo x,& =x, effectively in k and n, then (x,) E CX. 
(iii) If (x,) f CX then (jlx,ll) E CR. 
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We say that C, is a computubility structure of the Banach space X if (X, CX ) is a 
computable Banach space. 
Some remarks are in order. First of all we use the usual notation for a recursive 
pairing function (. , .) : N* + N with its usual projection functions (.)i for i = 0,l. 
A double sequence (x,.+ ) is a computable sequence, i.e. an element in C,, if the 
sequence (x(,,k)) E CX. To say that (x,k) converges to (x,) effectively in /L and n 
means that there is a recursive function g : N2 + N such that 
k>g(n,N) =+ lIX,k - 4 6rN. 
We now come to the key definition which characterise the sensible computability 
structures on Banach spaces. 
Definition 6.2. Let (X, Cx) be a computable Banach space. Then (X, Cx) is efictiuely 
separuble if there is a computable sequence e = (e,) E CX such that the linear span (e) 
of e by the rationals is dense in X. The sequence e is called an efictive generuting 
sequence. 
The point of an effective generating sequence is that every computable sequence is 
described in an effective manner from the effective generating sequence. 
Effective Density Lemma 6.3 (Pour-El and Richards [22]). Suppose (e,) is an efictiue 
generating sequence for (X, CX). Then a sequence (xn) E C’, if, and only if; there is 
a double sequence (p,,k) E CX such that 
d(G) 
Pnk = c unkjej, 
j=O 
where (ankj) is a computable triple sequence of rutionals, d is a recursive fimction, 
and p,,k -+x,, as k + 00, eflectively in k and n. 
As an immediate and important corollary we have 
Stability Lemma 6.4 (Pour-El and Richards [22]). Let e = (e,) be a sequence whose 
linear span is dense in X. Let Cx and Cfi be computability structures on X such that 
e E CX and e E Ci. Then CX = C$. 
6.2. Numberings 
Normally in a theory of computation one is acutely concerned with algorithmic uni- 
formities. One simply wants to know if a certain construction is uniform, i.e. if one can 
compute an effective presentation of the resulting object from effective presentations 
of the components of the construction. Or one wants to know that it is not uniform. 
For example, it is not of much use to know only that a function takes computable el- 
ements to computable elements if one actually wants to compute the function. In [22] 
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algorithmic uniformities are hidden or absent. From the point of view of modelling 
computations, this can be both confusing and misleading. Nonetheless, their proof of 
the Effective Density Lemma is uniform in the sense that the sequence (pnk) asserted 
to exist can be computed uniformly from the given sequence (x,). To express this pre- 
cisely we introduce numberings of a computability structure with an effective generating 
sequence. 
Below we make the following assumption of our computable Banach space. 
Assumption I. (X, C,) is a computable Banach space with an effective generating se- 
quence e = (e,) E CX. 
Let (e) be the linear span of e = (e,) generated by the rationals. It is an easy exercise 
to define an effective numbering CI : co 4 (e) such that addition is a-computable and 
also multiplication by rationals is r-computable, and such that (e,) is an cr-computable 
sequence. Note that it follows that the additive inverse is cr-computable. Of course, we 
do not claim that equality is a-decidable. Thus, the numbering LX is effective in the 
sense of Stoltenberg-Hansen and Tucker [28]. We fix such a numbering IX. Often we 
will write a, for a(n). 
Now we construct a computability structure C, over X with e E C, as follows. 
Definition 6.5. A sequence (x, ) E C, if there is an cr-computable double sequence 
p : N* + (e) and a recursive modulus function m : N* -+ N such that 
k3m(n,N)* l/x, - &4<2-Y 
Trivially, (e,) and (a,) are in C,. 
Let q : N* - (e) be an a-computable double sequence. We say that J.nk.q(n, k) is a 
fast cauchy sequence for (&) if &,k +x, as k+ 0;) for each n, and t bk + llqnt - 
q&j/ 62-k. Suppose p and m define the computable sequence (xn) E C, as in 
Definition 6.5. Define 
q(n, k) = P(F m(n, k + 1 >I. 
Then q is a-computable uniformly in p and m and 11x, - q,k)j <2-ck+‘). Thus q along 
with the modulus function m’(n, N) = N witness the fact that (x,) E C, and i.nk.q(n, k) 
is a fast Cauchy sequence for (x,). 
Lemma 6.6. Let (X, CX) be an efictively separable computable Banach space and 
let C, be as above. Then C, C C,. 
Proof. Each a-computable sequence in (e) is in C, by axiom (i). If (x,) is in C, then 
by definition there is an a-computable double sequence (P,,k) in (e) such that ( pnk) 
approaches (xn) effectively in k and n. But (&,k) E CX so (xn) E CX by axiom (ii). 0 
Lemma 6.7. C, is a computability structure for X. 
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Proof. Consider axiom (i). Let (x,) and (yn) E C,, let (Q) and (fink) be computable 
double sequences of recursive reals, and let d : N + N be recursive. Let the double 
sequences (JM) and (qnk) in (e) witness that (x,) and (y,) E C,, respectively, and let 
(u,kr) and (unkt) be corresponding triple sequences of rationals for (cl,k) and (B,,k). 
Thus (u,nt ) and (v,,k {) are a-computable sequences and have corresponding computable 
modulus functions. Now define 
Then (vnt ) is an cr-computable double sequence in (e). We must show that there is a 
recursive modulus function m for (m,) and (s,), where 
d(n )
sn = 1 %kxk + hkyk. 
k=O 
But using the usual inequalities we obtain 
(/&I - ‘?I,]/ < kgoi@nklllxk - Pktll + lipk,lll%k - %ktI 
+ IPnk~~IL’k - qktll + llqkllllhk - hktl. 
Thus, using the assumed modulus functions, it is straightforward to define the required 
modulus function. 
To prove axiom (ii) let (x,,k) E C,, witnessed by the x-computable triple sequence 
(pnkf) of elements in (e). We may assume that (p&t) is a fast Cauchy sequence, 
i.e. /Ix,k - pnktll <2- (I+‘). Now suppose lim&,a x,k =x, effectively in k and n with 
modulus function m. Define the cc-computable double sequence (qn,) in (e) by qnr = pntl 
and define m’ by 
m’(n,N)= max{N + l,m(n,N + l)}. 
Then, for t 3 m’(n, N), 
IIX, - qnrll d IIX, - x,7,l( + IIX,, ~ pnccll <rcN+‘) + 2-(‘+‘I 6F. 
Thus q and m’ witness that (x,) E C,. Note that q and m’ were obtained uniformly 
from p and m. 
Axiom (iii) holds since C, C: Cx. 0 
Theorem 6.8. Lrt (X, CX ) hr un @kctiwly srpuruble cowzputublr Bunuch 
let C, be dejnrd us ubove. Then CX = C,. 
Proof. Cx and C, are computability structures with a common effective 
sequence. Thus the equality follows from the Stability Lemma 6.4. Cl 
generating 
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The theorem allows us to define a numbering in a canonical way for any computable 
Banach space (X, Cx) with an effective generating sequence by defining a numbering 
for C,. 
Let z be the numbering of (e) introduced above. Suppose p : N2 + (e) is an X- 
computable function and m : N2 --f N a recursive function witnessing that (x,) E C,, and 
- - 
let j and ti be recursive indices for p and m. Then we say that (p, m) is an &index 
for (x,,). Let !2,- be the set of all E-indices and define 5 : Q,- + C, by cI( (j, 172)) = (x,?) 
where (x,) is the unique sequence determined by p and m. 
Proposition 6.9. Let (X, Cx) be an eflectively separable computable Banach space. 
Then there is a numbering E : 02 -+ Cx such that Axioms 6.1 hold uniformly. 
Proof. This is contained in the proof of Lemma 6.7 for axioms (i) and (ii). For the 
uniformity of axiom (iii) note that (Ija,il) is a p-computable sequence where Q is a 
standard numbering of [Wk. From an E-index of (x,) we obtain an a-computable function 
p: N2 --f (e) and a recursive m : N2 + N such that for k>m(n,N) 
IllPnkll - II&lllGlIPnk -462-N. 
Thus IIpnklI + lIx,ll effectively in k and n. But the sequence ( IIpnkll) is p-computable 
(uniformly) and hence (Ilx,ll) is a p-computable sequence uniformly in the g-index for 
(x,) by the effective completeness of p. 0 
In the setting of an effective generating sequence we may as well take the more tra- 
ditional approach and consider computable elements rather than computable sequences. 
Definition 6.10. Let (X, CX) be a computable Banach space with an effective generating 
sequence e = (e,) and let c( : w + (e) be the canonical effective numbering of (e). Then 
x E X is computable if there is an a-computable sequence p : N + (e) and a recursive 
modulus function m : N + N such that 
k>m(n)=+ /1x - px-11 <2-N. 
The set of all computable elements is denoted by (2’:‘. Analogous to the case of 
computable sequences in CX we have a numbering E of C:‘. We say that (j, 4) is 
an g-index of x if j and i are recursive indices for p and m witnessing that x E C:‘. 
We put G( (@, 6)) =x. Let Szg be the set of all &indices. Then G : Szg + Cl’ is a num- 
bering of C;‘. 
Lemma 6.11. A sequence (x,) is an &computable sequence iji and only $ (x,,) E C.X 
= C,. The equivalence is unijorm in that from an index jar the S-computable sequence 
(x,,) we eflectively obtain an &index for (x,) and conversely. 
Proof. Let f : w + R,- be a recursive function such that x,, = jr,f‘(n). Using the standard 
Kleene notation, let 
p(n,k) = {(f’(n))oHk) and m(n, N) = {(f(n))r j(N). 
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Then p and m witness that (x,) E C, and indices j and fi for p and m are obtained 
effectively from f. The converse is equally trivial. 0 
The computable lements C/;’ of X in the sense of Pour-El and Richards are those 
elements x E X for which the constant sequence (x,x,. . .) E CX. 
For each .X E Ct’ the constant sequence (x,x,. . .) is &computable and hence in C,. 
Clearly, if (x,) E CX then each x, E C$. Thus, in particular, C:’ = C$‘. 
Proposition 6.12. The numbering 12 : s2,- + C, e’ is recursively complete. That is, tf (xk) 
is an &computable sequence such that limk ioo xk =x eflectively then an g-index for 
x is obtained untformly from an &index of (Xk) and a recursive modulus function for 
the convergence. 
Proof. From (Xk ) define a double sequence (X,,k) by &k = Xk. An i-index of (x,k) 
is obtained uniformly from (xk). By the uniform version of axiom (ii), the constant 
sequence (x,x,. . .) E CX with an a-index obtained from the given modulus function. 
Then we easily obtain an G-index for x. 0 
It is now routine to show that addition is an &computable operation on Cl(e’ and that 
scalar multiplication is a (p, &)-computable operation, where p is a standard numbering 
of [wk. Furthermore I/ . 11 : Cl’ + [Wk is (I?, p)-computable with an argument analogous to 
the one in the proof of Proposition 6.9. Of course, since addition and multiplication by 
scalars are computable then also the corresponding metric d(x, y) = /Ix - y II is (& p)- 
computable. We have shown the following. 
Theorem 6.13. Let (X, Cx) be an effectively separable computable Banach space and 
let p be a standard numbering of the recursive reals [Wk. Then there is a recursively 
complete numbering 6 : Q2,- + C$’ of the computable lements in X and a numbering 
Cc: !2,- + CX such that 
(i) addition is &computable and scalar multiplication is (p, i)-computable, 
(ii) 1) . 11 : c,$ + f& is (6, p)-computable, 
(iii) a sequence (x,,) E C, tf, and only tf, (x,) is an G-computable sequence, and 
(iv) (~~)~C~+(ll-4> is a p-computable sequence in 1wk untformly in an Z-index 
for (x,). 
6.3. The domain representation 
A domain representation of a real Banach space X is a pair of domain represen- 
tations D = (D, DR, u) and E = (E, Ex, v) such that D is a domain representation of 
the ring of real numbers R, E is a domain representation of the topological abelian 
group (X; +, -, 0), and scalar multiplication . : R x X +X is represented continuously 
by some @I : D x E -+ E. Such a representation is effective if D and E are effective and 
the representations of the operations are effective. 
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Using the representations of metric spaces described in Section 5 we will construct 
effective domain representations of effectively separable computable Banach spaces 
(X, CX) such that the computable elements C,$ coincide with the computable elements 
on X induced by the effective domain representation E. Then we will show that every 
bounded linear operator di :X + Y is effectively representable under the assumption 
that (@(en)) E CY for an effective generating sequence (e,) of X. 
We will first treat the case when the computable Banach space (X, CX) is an effective 
metric space in the sense of Definition 5.1.3 and provide an effective domain represen- 
tation. Then we briefly indicate how to get a weakly effective domain representation 
for the general case when the computable Banach space (X, CX) is a weakly effective 
metric space. 
Let (X, C,) be a computable Banach space which is recursively separable with an 
effective generating sequence e = (e,). Let (e) be the linear span generated by e and the 
rationals and let tl be the numbering of (e) described in Section 6.2. Letting a, = cc(n) 
we know that (a,) E CX. We make the following assumption. 
Assumption II. There is a computable archimedian ordered field (K,y) such that the 
sequence (Il~ll) is a y-computable sequence in K. 
We note that Assumption II is not a severe restriction. It includes all examples 
mentioned in Example 5.1.4. 
Fix D = (D, DR, p) to be the standard effective interval domain representing R gener- 
ated by the cusl P = {[a, b] : ad b and a, b E Q} U {R} ordered under reverse inclusion. 
Let (X, C,) be a computable Banach space satisfying Assumption II. Then ((e), d) 
is a computable metric space with respect to a, where d(u,b) = Ilu - bll, and therefore 
(X, d) is an effective metric space. The numbering E : 52~ +Xk obtained from a corre- 
sponds exactly to 6 : Sz: -+ C$’ from Theorem 6.13. Let Q be the cusl of permissible 
sets of balls obtained from X considered as a metric space and the numbering CI of 
(e). Then E=(E,E X, v ) . 1s an effective domain representation of X, where E = ZdZ(Q), 
the ideal completion of Q, and EX consists of the converging ideals, such that C$’ 
coincides with the computable elements &$ induced by E. 
Theorem 6.14. Let (X, CX) be an effectively separable computable Banach space sat- 
isfying Assumption II. Then X has an effective domain representation us a Bunach 
space such that the C$’ and CX coincide with the computable lements and the com- 
putable sequences from the domain representation. 
Proof. It remains to show that addition on X and scalar multiplication are effectively 
domain representable. It follows that the additive inverse is effectively domain repre- 
sentable. To represent addition define @ : Q x Q 4 E by 
o CB z = (6 E Q: (VF,,, E S)(3F,,, E CT)@& E T)( Ila + b - cl1 + r + s <t)}. 
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Then o@z is an ideal. To check monotonicity, suppose F,,, EF,,,,.,, i.e. \\a-a’//+r’<r 
and Ila + b - cl1 + r + s < t. Then, by the triangle inequality, 
Let $ : E x E + E be the unique continuous extension. It is straightforward to verify 
that CD takes a pair of converging ideals to a converging ideal and that @ represents 
addition. 
For scalar multiplication define @ : P x Q 4 E by 
where 
c+d 
t(c, d, a, r) = ~ 2 llall + ma44 IdlI . r. 
Note that 
/Ix-ull<r & sE[c,d]+ sx- /I Full <t(c,d,u,r). 
It is clear that [c,d] @ 0 is an ideal, The definition of t gives monotonicity in the 
second argument. To show monotonicity in the first argument suppose [c,d] C [c’,d’]. 
Fix Fb,s E z and let F,,, E 0 satisfy 
/lFu - bii + t(c,d,u,r)<s. 
First note that 
II c’ + d’ pa-b < 2 II I ~-~~,la,,+1l+“I. 
Thus 
II c’ + d’ ---u-b + 2 II 
But c<c’<d’dd so 
d’ ~ c’ c’ + d’ c+d d-c 
2 + 2 2 
<-. 
2 
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Therefore 
/I 
proving monotonicity in the first argument. 
It is routine to verify that the unique continuous extension of @ takes a pair of 
converging ideals to a converging ideal and that @ represents scalar multiplication. 
Furthermore @ is effective since under Assumption II the relation T E [c, d] 8 cr is even 
decidable. 0 
Now suppose (X, CX) and (Y, Cr ) are effectively separable computable Banach spaces 
satisfying Assumption II. Let E and E’ be the effective domain representations of 
X and Y constructed above. Suppose @ :X --f Y is a bounded linear operator such 
that (@(en)) E Cr for an effective generating sequence (e,,) of X. It is easy to see, 
by the linearity and boundedness of @‘, that @ is GL-computable globally. Hence, 
by Theorem 5.9, @ is effectively domain representable on E and E’. In case @ is 
unbounded then @ is not continuous and hence has no domain representation. 
Theorem 6.15. Let (X, CX) and (Y, C,) be efictively separable computable Banach 
spaces satisfying Assumption II. Then there are effective domain representations E 
and E’ of X and Y such that computable elements and sequences coincide with the 
computable elements and sequences from the domain representations. Furthermore, 
let @:X + Y be a linear operator such that (@(en)) E Cy for an eflective generating 
sequence (e,) of X. Then @ is effectively representable on E and E’ IX and only if; 
@ is bounded. 
We close this section with a few remarks about the representability of general com- 
putable Banach spaces which do not necessarily satisfy Assumption II. The domain 
constructions are of course not dependent on this assumption, only questions of effec- 
tivity are. It is routine to go through the constructions and verify that each statement 
still holds with “effective” replaced by “weakly effective w.r.t. 4’ where < is the 
relation introduced in Section 5.2. 
Theorem 6.16. Let (X, Cx) and (Y, Cr) be effectively separable computable Banach 
spaces. Then there are weakly efective domain representations E and E’ of X and Y 
such that computable elements and sequences coincide with the computable elements 
and sequences obtained jrom the domain representations. Furthermore, let Cp : X + Y 
be a linear operator such that (@(e,)) E C Y or an eflective generating sequence (e,, ) f 
of'X. Then @ is eflectively representable on E and E’ [ji and only iji <P is bounded. 
Remark 6.17. For the result on linear operators in Theorems 6.15 and 6.16 it is not 
necessary to assume that (Y, CY) is effectively separable. Rather than working with 
the whole space Y it suffices to work with the closure of (@(a,,)), where (a,,) is the 
standard enumeration of (e), which is recursively separable. 
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7. Concluding remarks 
The theory of models of computation for topological algebras is a supremely im- 
portant research area in theoretical computer science as it draws from and impacts on 
many subjects in computer science, scientific modelling and mathematics. At present 
it is a rather diverse area of research with many separate ways of approaching the 
problem of computation. 
In this paper we have focused on the theory of how computations are performed on 
concrete representations of the data in topological algebras. We formulated conditions 
for the equivalence between different representation methods and have proved a series 
of equivalences between five general approaches. One conclusion of our work is that 
the theory of models of computation for topological algebras is fundamentally stable, 
just as the theory of computability on the natural numbers and, more generally, the 
theory of computability on algebras are stable. The disparate approaches contain a 
wealth of concepts, techniques and results that are necessary in understanding what is 
a large and difficult area. 
In the classical theory of computable functions the many disparate approaches are 
not (any longer) seen in competition with one another. The models of computation 
are equivalent but have different foci and features. We believe the same is true of the 
many approaches to the topological case. 
Let us comment on the different concrete methods treated here. We see the methods 
as forming a spectrum differentiated primarily by the extent to which the methods 
focus on the concrete elements that are used to build the concrete representations. 
In our own approach, the algebraic domains focus on the compact elements on which 
the computations take place: they are modelled explicitly and we are encouraged to 
study their structure in detail, as well as the approximation ordering and completion 
methods that produce infinite data from finite data. The use of continuous domains 
is similar in spirit in that computations are performed on a basis of the domain. 
In Weihrauch’s TTE approach the concrete approximations are no longer explicit in 
the representing structures, the Baire space. They exist in the topology of the Baire 
space, and the recursive functionals take them into account. The effective metric space 
approach similarly focus on the spaces to the detriment of the concrete representing 
elements. And Pour El and Richards’ axiomatisation is designed to hide the concrete 
representations. 
Conversely, the spectrum of methods can also be differentiated by the extent to 
which the methods leave the topological algebra free of the details of the concrete 
elements and their concrete representations - the less attention to the representation, 
the freer the mind is to think about the algebras! 
The above results were announced at the Dagstuhl Workshop on Computability und 
Complexity in Analysis, in May 1997 in two lectures by the authors. We thank the 
organisers for an unusually enjoyable and stimulating meeting. 
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